
Our company is looking to fill the role of process senior engineer. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for process senior engineer

Create learning opportunities for team Associates to take part in team
building, brainstorming, blitz, project planning sessions, and to build
relationships throughout the organization
Ensure that associates are working in a safe manner and that existing and
new tasks are risk assessed
Ensure that all group activities are fully compliant with the Business Quality
Policy
Provide leadership for the site’s incident investigation process, driving
standards of technical investigations and actions
Provide expert technology understanding to PSM, plant & project teams
Provides crew supervision during trials or upset conditions to ensure the trial
plans are properly executed
Assist with leading the execution of Quality and Process Improvement
projects and activities, using standard PI tools such as Qualpro, MVT/DOE,
Kepner Tregoe PSDM
Carry out all job responsibly in a safe manner while being recognized as a
positive role model for safety
Develop equipment and processes that meet safety codes, polices and
guidelines
Lead development and implementation of key initiatives to improve asset
performance and meet team objectives

Qualifications for process senior engineer

Example of Process Senior Engineer Job Description
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Bachelor’s degree in Engineering with 8+ years of Industry experience
including 5+ years of GMP or Master’s with 5+ years of Industry experience
with 3 years of GMP
Reading, producing, and editing engineering drawings
Equipment and tooling design and troubleshooting
Experience with risk-based failure mode analysis (FMECA)
Knowledge of Lean and Six Sigma concepts and root cause tools
Ability to wear personal Protective Equipment (PPE) in designated areas
(FRC, hard hat, safety glasses, gloves, full face respirator, heeled boots and
hearing protection)


